THE CONTACTS OF CIVILIZATIONS
the tempo of its persecutions corresponded to its         of
intervention.   Unfortunately for the  Emperor's
resulted in a vicious circle: the more he persecuted, the
it gave to armed intervention, especially when the
Empress Eugenie was at the helm.
In the days of the Admirals, the missionaries         their
were invaluable as interpreters and guides. The	by Mgr.
Puginier, who acted as Camlet's adviser and
made him at one moment the arbiter of Tonkin's	The
nobility, which furnished many officers for the Tonkin
was traditionally the ally of the Church, so it was only
them the Mission waxed powerful. In the 1874	the	of
had been forced to recognize the Mission's         to
churches, and open schools and hospitals* This	the
tion for the Mission's temporal power, which the
resented as a throttling grip on the nascent colony. The
were, too, rather aggressive in the early days
influence to undermine the mandarins, their inveterate
to push ahead those natives most amenable to	They
cultivated official hatred of the Scholar group,	even
certain malefactors from justice. The Mission also	the
tration to increase the number of conversions by
and profit to native Christians. The Mission further
at Admiral BoaarcTs recommendation        Anmccnite
must be respected, because the cult of	was
as dear to the government as to the
resented the state's asking the Mission to aM in	for the
army as a misunderstanding of the	of  the
Mission:
We are not in the service of the Protectorate. We ask of It         to
us the protection to which all Fs«actmttt are	We        our
which we serve best by spreading the Goftpel, tad by	the
of native Christians. la this way* we
otherwise be closed to European influence, to our	to the
faith, and to civilization. Let no        ask	of us,        try to	us
from our task by trying to make of u& political or commercial
has lik own work.1
With the	of the cwll	there was a
in the French	the	to be
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